THE BIG QUESTIONS: GENETICS
Some questions are so big that everyone should know the answer.
takes readers deep into the science
of inheritance, one of the most fascinating and controversial
subjects of our time. Genetics: The Big Questions explores how
DNA, a spiralled polymer in every living cell, have given rise to the
natural world. To do that we tell story of how the mysteries of the DNA
molecule were revealed and the process by which its billions of
encoded characters are translated into living bodies. The forefront of
our technology is now probing the workings of genes, seeking to
control the blueprints of life. However, this is not such a new
endeavour: Human civilisation began in the first place thanks to our
ability to exploit the varying genetic characteristics of plants and
animals.
The Big Questions: Genetics sweeps away the complexity of this most
fascinating of sciences, giving a clear insight into how genes run the
world.
The Questions
• How did ‘genetically’ chosen seeds help mankind survive and grow? •
What is Genetic Dominance? • How is DNA structured? • Is GM food
good for us? • Can Stem cells cure everything? • What are DNA
parasites? • Is there a future for Epigenetics? • Where will Xenobiology
and synthetic XNA take us?
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Provides definitive or Best Guess
answers to 12 fundamental questions
Written in an easily accessible style with
numerous illustrations
Suitable for anyone with an interest in
science
Certain to provoke interesting
discussions
Internationally relevant

Tom Jackson is an experienced author and editor of information and
reference books with dozens of titles to his name. He is based in the UK
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